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INTRODUCTION Yesomi Umolu
Between 1978 and 1980, queer German novelist, poet, and self-taught ethnographer Hubert 
Fichte traveled to New York to engage with a city that he perceived to be a center of  Afro-diasporic 
culture and tradition. From the early 1970s and into the following decade, alongside his partner 
Leonore Mau, Fichte made several journeys to research the daily lives and religious practices of  
Afro-diasporic communities in Benin, Senegal, Brazil, Chile, Portugal, and the US among other 
places. During this period Fichte attempted to create a new ethnology that would run counter to 
an academic and colonial model. This effort coalesced in Fichte’s development of  a diaristic form 
of  ethnographic writing that accounted for his own subjectivity and embeddedness within a given 
context. Fichte’s novel Die Schwarze Stadt. Glossen (The Black City: Glosses, 1990) features 
several sprawling long-form texts and interviews related to his encounters with artists, scholars, 
activists, spiritualists, everyday citizens, and queer communities in New York. 
 Taking Fichte’s text as a starting point, Journeys with the initiated unfolds along two registers 
across both e-flux and Participant Inc. The first is a reading room featuring selected texts, photo-
graphs, and other documents that contextualize Fichte’s sojourn in New York and highlight his 
writing, as well as the work of  other key thinkers that ground his perspective on ethnography and 
writing. The second component of  the exhibition includes a selection of  existing and newly 
commissioned works across video, sculpture, performance, and sound by artists Malik Gaines, 
Evan Ifekoya, Grada Kilomba, Tiona Nekkia McClodden, and Virginia de Medeiros that offer 
contemporary perspectives on themes covered in The Black City. 
 At the heart of  The Black City and many of  Fichte’s other writings was an awareness of  the 
past and present struggles of  African-American and Afro-diasporic communities against western 
hegemony and oppression. In response, Fichte locates a ‘utopic potential’ for poetic and political 
revolution in the cultural heritage and contemporary life of  the African diaspora. Fichte’s affinities 
with the African diaspora were at once physical and philosophical insofar as he openly explored 
his sexual inclinations toward men of  African descent while claiming an affinity with expanded 
notions of  gender and sexuality that are present within African and Afro-diasporic spiritual prac-
tices, such as the Yoruba religion. Moreover, Fichte’s own queerness and his staunchly anti-aca-
demic approach, which he perceived to be in solidarity with various communities that have been 
marginalized on account of  their race, gender, or sexuality, established him as an outsider within 
mainstream western society. Fichte’s writing in The Black City provocatively exposes the complex-
ities of  its author’s subjectivity, affiliations, and desires in a manner that underscores the  
singularity of  his writing while prompting compelling questions about how notions of  exploitation, 
authority, and authenticity manifest themselves in pseudo-ethnographic practices. 
 It is from this constellation of  affinities, desires, misrecognitions, and projections that the 
contemporary works in Journeys with the initiated take their cue. Verging on a journalistic 
approach, Medeiros’ video installation at Participant Inc pieces together a complex narrative that 
intersects queer and religious communities, alongside McClodden’s reflections on the intersection 
of  her personal spiritual practice and its relationship to international ethnographic research 
regarding the Orisha Shango. On view at e-flux, Kilomba uses narrative storytelling and perfor-
mance within moving image to address the politics of  omission and misrepresentation in the post-
colonial era, while Ifekoya’s sound-led mixed media installation offers an auto-ethnographic 
reading of  the body, sensuality, and spaces of  intimacy. Working through installation and perfor-
mance, Gaines extrapolates a textual image from The Black City, combining this with various 
collected symbols of  misrecognition to invent a non-hierarchical ethnology of  the self. Together, 
these works open up the terrain of  artistic practices that deal with themes of  auto-ethnography, 
spirituality, queerness, and black subjectivity, each variously drawing connections with, and 
offering a counterpoint to, Fichte’s writing. 

PROGRAMS

OPENING
Sun, 12/1

5–6:30 pm
PARTICIPANT INC 

6:30–8:30 pm
e-flux*

* With the performance Erlkönig at 7 pm by Malik Gaines; 
with Nick Mauss, Pati Hertling, Ulrike Müller, and Ethan Philbrick

PANEL DISCUSSION
Wed, 12/5, 7 pm

e-flux*
*With Diedrich Diederichsen, Anselm Franke, Renée Green, and Grada Kilomba; 
moderated by Yesomi Umolu
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Tiona Nekkia McClodden, an offering | six years | a conjecture, 2018. Digital C-prints, two-channel 
video with sound, 06:00 min. Courtesy the artist.

Tiona Nekkia McClodden offers a reflection on the intersections of  her personal spiritual practice 
and its relationship to international ethnographic research regarding the Orisha Shango. A deity 
whose origin can be traced back to ancient Nigeria, Shango functions as an important figure in 
African Diasporic ritual practices. 
 an offering | six years | a conjecture extends a form of  auto-ethnography that disrupts mono-
lithic views around spiritual practices and the perception of  the Orisha Shango, both within the 
field of  ethnography and in broader American visual culture. As a meditation on the often solitary 
and mundane nature of  ritual practices, McClodden presents a rejoinder to the codifying tenden-
cies of  ethnographic practices.

Virginia de Medeiros, Sérgio e Simone, 2007/09. Three-channel video installation with sound, 
20:38 min. Courtesy the artist and Galeria Nara Roesler.

Sérgio e Simone follows the life of  the transgendered protagonist Simone, living in a marginalized 
neighborhood in Salvador, the capital of  the Brazilian state of  Bahia. Following a crack overdose, 
Simone takes on the former male identity of  Sérgio, who dedicates his life to God and becomes an 
avid evangelical preacher. 
  Virginia de Medeiros is interested in the intersections of  religion, sexuality, and ritual prac-
tice. In Medeiros’ work the juxtaposition of  multiple scenes allows parallels to emerge in the 
language, music, and performative gestures of  Simone and Sérgio’s lives. Simone’s care for the 
fountain, which serves as a sanctuary for the cult of  the Orishas, is shown next to Sérgio’s perfor-
mance of  Christian rituals. The result is a complex narrative that intersects Savlador’s queer and 
religious communities. 

e-flux
Malik Gaines, African Spiritualist Office Hours, 2018. Single-channel video, beer steins and shelf, 
print. Courtesy the artist.

Malik Gaines extrapolates a textual image from Hubert Fichte’s The Black City as a starting point 
for the installation African Spiritualist Office Hours. Drawing from Fichte’s description of  the pres-
ence of  various Afro-diasporic cultures and religious practices in New York, including his observa-
tion noting the abundance of  German Shepherds in the Bronx, Gaines trains the lens on questions 
of  identity in contemporary New York. The work brings together a recorded interview with the 
Bronx artist and anti-gentrification activist Shellyne Rodriguez, a classic German Lied about mythic 
differences, three beer steins that display a diagrammatic breakdown of  Gaines’ genetic makeup 
by ethnicity, and a print that features a German Shepherd alongside the Lenape man from the seal 
of  New York City. This collection of  symbols of  cultural belonging are brought together to present 
a non-hierarchical ethnology of  the self. The performance, Erlkönig — presented during the exhi-
bition’s opening events, remnants of  which are visible in the installation — extends problems of  
translation as Gaines asks New York art workers to move between German and English contexts. 
 
Evan Ifekoya, Outside inside simultaneously, 2009/2018. Single-channel video, sound installation, 
43:18 min., artificial grass. Sound piece produced in collaboration with Reiki practitioner SJ 
Rahatpka. Courtesy the artist.

In Outside inside simultaneously, Evan Ifekoya engages visual, tactile, and auditory signals to 
create a sacred environment that is at once religious, spiritual, and sensual. A video component 
features the artist posing in front of  a mirror as they carefully try on a strap-on. Positioned between 
the camera and the mirror, Ifekoya at times blocks our view, resulting in a simultaneous act of  
self-observation and surveillance. A newly commissioned sound piece explores how BDSM prac-
tices intersect with themes of  ritualism and spirituality. With this installation the artist emphasizes 
the tension between documentation and auto-ethnography within erotic and poetic spaces.
 
Grada Kilomba, Illusions Vol. I, Narcissus and Echo, 2017. Two-channel video installation with 
sound, 31:32 min. Courtesy the artist and the Goodman Gallery.

Drawing from African storytelling traditions, Grada Kilomba’s Illusions Vol. I, Narcissus and Echo 
uses the Greek myths of  Narcissus and Echo to address the politics of  omission and misrepresen-
tation in the postcolonial era. The projected video features a cast of  performers who enact the 
story as it is being narrated by the artist, seen on the adjacent monitor. 
  In the narrative, Narcissus becomes a metaphor for our present-day self-absorbed society, 
fixed on reproducing its own image yet unable confront its colonial history, while Echo represents 
a perpetuation of  systemic injustice driven by willful ignorance. In staging this myth anew, Kilomba 
presents our past and present as inextricably intertwined.

ARTIST BIOS
Malik Gaines is an artist and writer based in New York. Since 2000 he has performed and exhib-
ited with the group My Barbarian, whose work has been included in the Whitney Biennial, two 
Performa Biennials, the Montreal Biennial, and the Baltic Triennial, and who have received awards 
and grants from United States Artists, Foundation for Contemporary Arts, Creative Capital, Art 
Matters, and the City of  Los Angeles. Gaines also makes work solo and in other collaborations, 
including Courtesy the Artists and A.R.M., and is currently working together with Alexandro 
Segade as Artists-in-Residence at the Park Avenue Armory. Gaines’ book Black Performance on 
the Outskirts of  the Left traces the circulation of  political ideas in performances of  the 1960s and 
beyond. His essays have appeared in Art Journal, Women & Performance, e-flux journal, Artforum, 
and in many exhibition cataloguesand arts publications. He is Associate Professor of  Performance 
Studies at New York University’s Tisch School of  the Arts.

Evan Ifekoya’s current work investigates the possibility of  an erotic and poetic occupation using 
film, performative writing, and sound, focused on intimate, co-authored forms of  knowledge 
production and the radical potential of  spectacle. Ifekoya has recently presented work at Gasworks, 
London; Contemporary Arts Center, New Orleans as part of  Prospect.4: The Lotus in Spite of  the 
Swamp; Embassy, Edinburgh; New Art Exchange, Nottingham; Plymouth Arts Centre; Serpentine 
Galleries, London; Wysing Arts Centre, Cambridgeshire; Transmission Gallery, Glasgow; and 
Stevenson Gallery, Cape Town. Recent performances have taken place at the Brunel Museum, 
London as part of  Block Universe in collaboration with Victoria Sin; Camden Arts Centre; ICA 
London; KW Institute for Contemporary Art, Berlin; Jerwood Space, London; and Whitstable 
Biennale. Ifekoya was a 2017 Art Foundation Fellow in Live Art. Forthcoming projects include a 
solo exhibition at De Appel, Amsterdam and a moving image commission with Tyneside Cinema.

Grada Kilomba lives and works in Berlin. Solo exhibitions of  Kilomba’s work have been organized 
at Galeria Avenida da Índia at the Municipal Galleries of  Lisbon and Museum of  Art, Architecture 
and Technology, Lisbon. Her work has been shown in numerous group exhibitions, including the 
10th Berlin Biennale, documenta 14, the 32nd Bienal de São Paulo, and Rauma Biennale Balticum, 
Finland. She has performed in venues including SAVVY Contemporary, Berlin; Secession, Vienna; 
Münchner Kammerspiele, Munich; the Bozar Centre for Fine Arts, Brussels; SOAS University of  
London; and the Wits Theater, Johannesburg. Kilomba authored the book Plantation Memories: 
Episodes of  Everyday Racism and co-organized Mythen, Masken und Subjekte: Kritische 
Weissseinsforschung in Deutschland, an interdisciplinary anthology of  critical studies on white-
ness. She earned a PhD in Philosophy from Freie Universität, Berlin in 2008 and has taught at 
various international universities, including the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, where she was an 
Associate Professor until 2013. 

Tiona Nekkia McClodden is a visual artist, filmmaker, and curator whose work explores and 
critiques issues at the intersections of  race, gender, and sexuality. McClodden’s interdisciplinary 
approach traverses documentary film, experimental video, sculpture, and sound installations, to 
explore themes of  re-memory and, more recently, narrative biomythography. McClodden has 
exhibited and screened work at institutions including the Institute of  Contemporary Art, 
Philadelphia; Museum of  Modern Art, New York; Whitney Museum, New York; Museum of  
Contemporary Art, Los Angeles; Museum of  Contemporary Art, Chicago; and Performance 
Space, New York. The recipient of  numerous awards and fellowships, she most recently received 
the 2018-19 Keith Haring Fellowship in Art and Activism at Bard College, New York and the 2017 
Louis Comfort Tiffany Foundation Award.

Virginia de Medeiros uses documentary strategies to transgress hegemonic accounts and ques-
tion the border between reality and fiction. Medeiros adapts images and narratives to review the 
subjectivity of  representations of  reality and otherness. Her video works and audiovisual installa-
tions seek to blend the language of  art and the mass media, as well as expand the aesthetic and 
technological possibilities for engendering new forms of  expression. She has exhibitedin biennials 
including the Jogja Biennale XIV, Yogyakarta and the 27th and 31steditions of  the Bienal de São 
Paulo. In 2015 she won the Voto Popular and Jury awards in the PIPA Prize and was among the 
five winners of  the 5th Marcantonio Vilaça Award for Fine Arts, Brazil.

THANKS 
For their support of  Journeys with the initiated, we extend our sincere gratitude to the artistic direc-
tors of  the project Hubert Fichte: Love and Ethnology Anselm Franke and Diedrich Diederichsen. 
Thanks is also due to the staff  of  Haus der Kulturen der Welt (HKW): Dr. Kirsten Einfeldt, Managing 
Editor projectfichte.org, Syelle Hase, Project Coordinator, and Agnes Wegner, Program 
Coordination Visual Arts and Film. Sara Stevenson, Katharine Maller, and Suna Yilmaz at Goethe-
Institut, New York provided invaluable assistance and support to the project, for which we are 
grateful. We are indebted also to Amal Issa, Elysia Tuohy, and Erin Ferro-Murray at e-flux as well 
as Lia Gangitano and Participant Inc, who made the realization of  this project possible. 
 In the Spring of  2018, we organized a workshop around Fichte’s writing and his time in New 
York. For contributing to a thought-provoking discussion that allowed us to develop early ideas 
around this exhibition we thank: Diedrich Diederichsen, Anselm Franke, Malik Gaines, Thomas 
Lax, Tiona Nekkia McClodden, Solveig Nelson, and Moses Serubiri. Sincere thanks are due also 
to Serubiri for contributing to the Hubert Fichte online journal projectfichte.org.
 Thanks also to Adam Siegel, who translated The Black City. We are exceptionally grateful 
to Michael Chisolm for providing a first-hand account of  Fichte’s time in New York. For sharing 
their research insights into Fichte’s life and work we extend deep appreciation to Thomas Love 
and Diedrich Diederichsen. Mark Emanuel Amtstätter from the Staats- und Universitäts-
bibliothek Hamburg and Thorsten Schmidt, at the Universitäts- und Landesbibliothek Münster 
also provided important research assistance for which we are grateful. 
 Nathalie David, Leonore Mau’s former assistant, and Anna Götte at the S. Fischer Stiftung 
were an indispensable resource; we thank them for sharing with us photographs taken by Mau 
during her travels to New York and for granting us permission to reproduce them in the exhibition. 
 Special thanks to Miguel Abreu Gallery for lending technical equipment to the exhibition. 
Moses Leo provided assistance from afar with regard to the installation of  Grada Kilomba’s work, 
for which we are thankful. Thanks also to Glen Fogel and Chris Rice for advising on the technical 
aspect of  the installation. For generously facilitating loans for the exhibition, we extend our thanks 
to Mariana Dupas and Itze González at Galeria Nara Roesler and Emma Laurence and Karena 
Liebetrau at Goodman Gallery.
 Finally, we are filled with gratitude to the artists who have contributed their work to Journeys 
with the initiated: Evan Ifekoya, Malik Gaines, Grada Kilomba, Tiona Nekkia McClodden, and 
Virginia de Medeiros.

This brochure is produced in conjunction with the exhibition Journeys with the initiated (December 
2, 2018 — January 13, 2019), curated by Yesomi Umolu with Katja Rivera, organized in partnership 
with e-flux and Participant Inc. This exhibition is part of  the project Hubert Fichte: Love and 
Ethnology, a cooperation between Goethe-Institut and Haus der Kulturen der Welt (HKW), Berlin, 
supported by S. Fischer Stiftung and S. Fischer Verlag. Artistic Directors: Diedrich Diederichsen 
and Anselm Franke.
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